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NYGH ED Guideline for the Management of Primary Spontaneous Pneumothorax 
 

Edition: 1 
Date: January 29, 2021 
Drafted By: Dr. Gil Yehudaiff, CCFP(EM), NYGH ED Physician 
 
Purpose: 
 
To provide guidelines for the treatment of Primary Spontaneous Pneumothorax. 
 
Definitions: 
 
Primary Spontaneous Pneumothorax (PSP): 
Pneumothorax occurring without antecedent trauma in a patient without apparent underlying 
lung disease. 
 
Secondary Spontaneous Pneumothorax (SSP): 
Pneumothorax occurring in a patient with underlying lung disease. (See Table 1 for causes of 
SSP) 
 
Mildly Symptomatic: 
A patient with minimal symptoms that meets the following criteria: 

1. Pain controlled with oral analgesia 
2. Able to mobilize despite chest pain +/- dyspnea 
3. Vitals signs within normal limits 

Physiologically Unstable: 
A patient with any of the following abnormal vital signs: 

1. SBP < 90mmHg 
2. HR > SBP (Shock Index > 1) 
3. RR > 30 breaths/min 
4. SpO2 < 90% on Room Air 

Large Pneumothorax: 
A pneumothorax deemed large using any of the following methods of estimation based on a 
PA inspiratory CXR. (See Figure 1 and 2) 

1. Apex-cupola distance > 3cm 
2. Interpleural distance at hilum > 2cm 
3. Light Index estimation > 20% 
4. Dehiscence over entire length of lateral chest wall. 
5. Collins method estimation > 32% (A + B + C >= 6 cm) 

Small Pneumothorax: 
A pneumothorax that is not deemed to be large. 
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Small Bore Chest Tube: 
A chest tube which is <=14 French Gauge, typically inserted using a Seldinger-style 
technique. 
 
Improvement: 
A pneumothorax that has decreased in size and includes at least one of the following: 

• The size has decreased from large to small. 
• The patient is now mildly symptomatic. 

Minimal Improvement: 
A pneumothorax that has not met the improvement definition above. 
 
Lung Expanded: 
A pneumothorax that has resolved completely, or near completely.  

 
Selection Criteria: 
 
Inclusion: 

• Primary Spontaneous Pneumothorax 
• Age <= 50 years old 

Exclusion: 
• Secondary Spontaneous Pneumothorax 
• Co-existent Hemothorax/Hydrothorax 
• Bilateral Pneumothorax 
• Tension Pneumothorax (Physiologically Unstable) 
• Positive Pressure Ventilation 
• Iatrogenic Pneumothorax 
• Traumatic Pneumothorax 

Treatment and Monitoring: 
 
Patients with PSP who meet the selection criteria may be managed using the algorithm in 
Appendix 1 “Algorithm for ED Management of PSP”. 
 
Consider a conservative approach for patients with a large PSP who meet the following 
criteria: 

• Mildly symptomatic  
• Reliable and able to return if worsening symptoms 
• No planned air travel 
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Evidence for conservative approach vs chest tube insertion in such patients5: 
• Lung re-expansion at 8 weeks 94.4% successful vs 98.5% successful (Non-inferior). 
• Pneumothorax recurrence at 12 months 8.8% vs 16.8% (ARR = 8%; NNH = 12.5). 
• Mean of 4.5 fewer days off work. 
• Fewer adverse and serious adverse events. 
• Trend towards more favorable patient satisfaction. 

 
However, based on expert opinion, a PSP with complete or near complete collapse of the 
lung should still be managed with an intervention-based approach. 

Evidence for needle aspiration vs chest tube insertion in such patients1, 13: 
• First attempt immediate success estimated to be 50-68% vs 80.6%. 
• Trend towards decreased pneumothorax recurrence at 12 months.  
• Fewer adverse events. 

Patients presenting with a SSP, or physiologically unstable, should be considered for 
hospital admission after insertion of a chest tube device. 
 
Patients being treated with a chest tube insertion should have a small-bore chest tube as the 
device of choice. Common reasons for failure include: 

• Large air leak (bronco-pleural fistula) 
• Fluid blocking the catheter/tubing 
• Kinking or dislodgement of the catheter 
• Failure to ensure stopcock is in the proper position when connected to Heimlich valve 

or underwater seal +/- suction 
• Dysfunctional Heimlich valve 

Chest Tube removal: 
Chest tubes should be removed in a staged manner so as the ensure resolution of the 
pneumothorax and of any air leak into the pleural space. In order to consider a chest tube 
removal, a patient must first have a CXR showing complete, or near complete lung re-
expansion. The following pathway is then suggested: 

1. Check for an air leak by either connecting the chest tube to an underwater seal 
device, or by submerging the Heimlich valve in a cup of water. Ask the patient to 
cough 2-3 times forcefully. If there are no bubbles formed in the water after the first 
cough (which may be related to residual air in the chest tube), then an air leak is 
unlikely and you may proceed to step 2. 

2. Clamp the chest tube/close the valve using the 3-way stopcock. Repeat the CXR in 4 
hours. If the pneumothorax has not enlarged, then the chest tube is unlikely providing 
any benefit and may be removed. Have the patient exhale while removing the tube.  

3. Consider repeating a CXR post chest tube removal. 
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Management Pearls: 
• For a large pneumothorax, especially if collapsed for days, consider getting the 

patient to take a few big coughs to help re-expand the lung. 
• To manage pain associated with a chest tube, consider flushing the tube with 10-20ml 

of lidocaine or bupivacaine.  

Disposition: 
 
Hospital Admission: 

• Patients presenting with a SSP.  
• Patients who are physiologically unstable. 
• Patients meeting the criteria based on the “Algorithm for ED Management of PSP”. 
• Patients who are assessed to be unreliable, unable or unwilling to return for follow-

up. 

Discharge home from the Emergency Department: 
• Patients meeting the criteria based on the “Algorithm for ED Management of PSP”. 
• Patients who will comply with treatment recommendations and can obtain prompt 

emergency medical care if needed. 
• Patients provided with written discharge instructions handout. 

Follow-up: 
• Patients with a small PSP may follow-up with their primary care physician. 
• Patients whose large PSP has become small, via needle aspiration or chest tube 

drainage that has been removed, may follow-up with their primary care physician. 
• Patients with a large PSP being managed conservatively, or with a chest tube in situ, 

may be referred to Thoracic Surgery. 
• However, all patients may be referred to Thoracic Surgery if there are any other 

concerns, such as a second or more episode of a PSP which is often considered for 
surgical management.  

• It is recommended that all patients with a chest tube obtain a daily CXR until 
resolution of air leak and removal of chest tube. 

• It is recommended that all patients without a chest tube obtain another CXR at 24-72 
hours post ED discharge, and then again at 1 week, 2 weeks, 4 weeks, 8 weeks, or 
until complete resolution. 

• Therefore, it is reasonable to have the patient return to the ED for their first repeat 
CXR at 24-72 hours, to facilitate timing of care. These patients should be triaged to 
the Acz area. For those with a chest tube in situ, consider chest tube removal based on 
the pathway suggested on page 3. 

• If the pneumothorax increases in size on repeat CXR, patients may be managed using 
the algorithm in Appendix 1 “Algorithm for ED Management of PSP” once again.  
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Referral Process to Thoracic Surgery/General Surgery: 
• Refer directly to Dr. Simon Iu, NYGH Thoracic Surgeon, when he is on service.  This 

can be checked through locating. He will arrange for follow-up within 24-48 hours. 
• Refer to General Surgery on call when Dr. Iu is unavailable. Follow-up will be 

arranged within 24-48 hours, often at Michael Garron Hospital with Thoracic 
Surgery. 

• Please hold non-urgent phone calls between midnight and 6am (7am on weekends) 
until the morning to arrange follow-up. If necessary, please hold onto the patient chart 
and handover to the next ED physician to make the phone call and connect with the 
discharged patient. 
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Appendix 1 - Algorithm for ED Management of PSP 

 
Large Pneumothorax: 
Any of the following definitions are acceptable: 
• Apex-cupola distance > 3cm 
• Interpleural distance at hilum > 2cm 
• Light Index estimation > 20% 
• Dehiscence over entire length of lateral chest wall 
• Collins method estimation > 32% (A+B+C >= 6cm) 

Consider Conservative Approach: 
• Age <50; PSP 
• Mildly Symptomatic: Pain controlled, Able to 
mobilize, Vital Signs within normal limits 
• Reliable and able to return if worsening symptoms 
• No planned air travel 
SSP or Unstable: Consider chest tube and admission 
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Figure 1 – ACCP, BTS, Light Index Methods of Pneumothorax Size Estimation 
 

 
 

Figure 2 – Collins Method of Pneumothorax Size Estimation 
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Table 1 – Causes of Secondary Spontaneous Pneumothorax (SSP) 
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